Spirits & Beverges Company
uses Cisco Identity Service engine to unify and
control wired and wireless access. And integrated
StealthWatch to monitor and control threats.

The Customer
The company is a subsidiary of International conglomerate which is a global leader in beverage alcohol with an
outstanding collection of brands across spirits, beer and wine categories. In 2013-14, the conglomerate acquired a
54.8% shareholding in the company making India one of its largest markets.

Business Challenge
§ No insight into network access. As some locations of the customer, like distilleries are not getting managed due to

their presence in the remote locations.
§ Time consuming wireless access provision to guests due to multiple approval chains and IT personal involvement.
§ Difﬁculty to manage personal device access and no insight to the security vulnerabilities.
§ No threat mitigation policy applied to the trafﬁc until it reaches perimeter ﬁrewall. No visibility and control to any

malicious trafﬁc spreading within the network.
§ Security remediation takes time as it is unknown until the threat is seen a major anomaly in the network,

understanding and identifying the threat and its footprint took even more time, costing major impact to the
business.

Solution Proposed
§ Deploy Cisco Identity Service Engine (ISE) and integrated their existing Wired and Wireless devices to Cisco ISE

for authentication from any device connecting to Customer’s network.
§ BYOD solution based on Cisco ISE to allow authorized users to connect and use personal devices to Customer’s

Wireless network and let users to manage their own devices, reducing dependency on IT personals.
§ Guest access is fully automated and accounted. Guest account creation authorization is given to multiple

personnel across departments, reducing the IT team dependency.
§ Trafﬁc analysis and remediation without user intervention using StealthWatch and its integration with Cisco ISE.
§ Visibility in the network to help improve security and performance.

Customer Benefits:
§ Secure access: ISE can match users and endpoints and other attributes such as time, location, and access type or

method. In this way, it creates an encompassing contextual identity. This identity is used to enforce a secureaccess policy that matches the identity’s business role. IT administrators can apply precise controls over who and
what are allowed on the network. Customer can use multiple mechanisms to enforce the policy. Can deﬁne access
policy rules easily and with great ﬂexibility to meet ever-changing business needs, and this can be done from a
central location.
§ Visibility: ISE interface provides enhanced out-of-box visibility of users and devices on the network stores a

history of all endpoints that have been on the network with the associated visibility and all the endpoints currently
on the network.
§ Guest experience: ISE can provide multiple levels of guest access to your networks. Customer uses sponsored

access to guests that can specify the access resources duration of access.
§ Self-service BYOD: With the self-service portal users can register their devices and have access to Internet. Once

registered, users can manage their devices.
§ Device compliance: ISE provides device posture check and remediation options using Anyconnect client, which

customer is also using for VPN.
§ Threat mi ga on: Using StealthWatch customer is able to stop threats near to the source even before it infects

other resources by pushing required access policy to ISE. The StealthWatch’s ability to track a threat up to the
end host level and its further propagation in to the network gives Customer security team an edge to provide
remediation in minutes.
§ Faster decisions and policy deployment: Based on StealthWatch’s network visibility Customer’s IT is able to

make quick proactive decisions on their security and network policies, which otherwise took weeks for months
collecting data from different nodes and analyzing it.
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